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Which of the following following best describes what type of case report this is?: Other

If other, please specify:

interesting case and management advice given

Has the case been reported coherently?: Yes

Is the case report authentic?: Yes

Is the case report ethical?: Yes

Is there any missing information that you think must be added before publication?: No

Is this case worth reporting?: Yes

Is the case report persuasive?: Yes

Does the case report have explanatory value?: Yes

Does the case report have diagnostic value?: No

Will the case report make a difference to clinical practice?: Yes

Is the anonymity of the patient protected?: Yes

Comments to authors:

This is an interesting case but not rare.
human bites to the lip have been reported elsewhere.
good summary of management given.

change title to: An interesting presentation of traumatic wound on the lower lip: Case Report

typo error:
page 6: The fact that most of the patients have GOOD healing of the wounds after primary sutures is because of the good blood supply in the facial region which increases the host resistance [5]. should read GOOD healing.

Figure 1. Clinical Image: A human bite injury. Notice the SEVERE lip tissue defect mimicking an ulcerative chronic process. should read SEVERE.
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